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WINNING LINE - THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT FACTOR
WHAT IT IS

OUR USPs

HOW WE WORK

A flexible, holistic project management environment
with a pragmatic approach to all aspects and all kinds
of projects.

Each Champions Day contains a healthy mix of targeted theory training, team development and practical
learning with the help of internal applied Champions
projects.

Each Champion programme delivers a tight-knit team
of internal professionals with a joint understanding of
both theory and practice.

A modular system with a direct line to reality, harvesting progress from day 1 and developing an internal
team of professionals, capable of mastering every kind
of project challenge.
An immensely rewarding training and coaching programme with shockingly beneficial results.
A standard relevant to each market and every workspace.

Winning Line is based on decades of experience planning, managing and often recovering projects of all
shapes and sizes.
We are convinced that anyone who can drive a car can
also run a project, which is why we have based all our
training modules on this comparison.
There is no such thing as a complex solution and we
have worked hard to reduce complexity in all that we
do, delivering training modules in bite size chunks,
ready to be applied to reality.

Because it is a train the trainer programme, your new
team of Project Champions will be well prepared to pass
on their new skills to further colleagues.
In the case of the Winning Line, this equates to an internal competece to plan, deliver and recover projects,
with a minimum amount of administrative effort.
Because the Champions manage their own projects
throughout the programme, their experiences make the
practical side of project management clear and accelerates progress through sharing each challenge together.
The End game is a mature, communicative culture with
all projects on track and minimum risk.

Winning Line is the advanced driving course for project managers.
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WINNING LINE - THE ADVANCED DRIVING COURSE FOR PROJECT MANAGERS

Concept

Progress

NPI

The Perfect S-Curve to Project Success

In Focus

On Course and On Budget

On Target
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